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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

You have a data model that you plan to implement in a data warehouse in Azure Synapse Analytics as shown in the
following exhibit. 

All the dimension tables will be less than 2 GB after compression, and the fact table will be approximately 6 TB. Which
type of table should you use for each table? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. NOTE: Each
correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 2

You have an Azure Data Factory that contains 10 pipelines. 

You need to label each pipeline with its main purpose of either ingest, transform, or load. The labels must be available
for grouping and filtering when using the monitoring experience in Data Factory. 

What should you add to each pipeline? 

A. a resource tag 

B. a correlation ID 

C. a run group ID 

D. an annotation 

Correct Answer: D 

Annotations are additional, informative tags that you can add to specific factory resources: pipelines, datasets, linked
services, and triggers. By adding annotations, you can easily filter and search for specific factory resources. 

Reference: https://www.cathrinewilhelmsen.net/annotations-user-properties-azure-data-factory/ 

 

QUESTION 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You are designing an Azure Stream Analytics solution that will analyze Twitter data. 

You need to count the tweets in each 10-second window. The solution must ensure that each tweet is counted only
once. 

Solution: You use a session window that uses a timeout size of 10 seconds. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead use a tumbling window. Tumbling windows are a series of fixed-sized, non-overlapping and contiguous time
intervals. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream-analytics-query/tumbling-window-azure-stream-analytics 
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QUESTION 4

You have an Azure Factory instance named DF1 that contains a pipeline named PL1.PL1 includes a tumbling window
trigger. 

You create five clones of PL1. You configure each clone pipeline to use a different data source. 

You need to ensure that the execution schedules of the clone pipeline match the execution schedule of PL1. 

What should you do? 

A. Add a new trigger to each cloned pipeline 

B. Associate each cloned pipeline to an existing trigger. 

C. Create a tumbling window trigger dependency for the trigger of PL1. 

D. Modify the Concurrency setting of each pipeline. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have an Azure Synapse Analytics dedicated SQL pool. 

You run PDW_SHOWSPACEUSED(\\'dbo.FactInternetSales\\'); and get the results shown in the following table. 
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Which statement accurately describes the dbo.FactInternetSales table? 

A. All distributions data. 

B. The table contains less than 10,000 rows. 

C. The table uses round-robin distribution. 

D. The table is skewed. 

Correct Answer: D 

Data skew means the data is not distributed evenly across the distributions. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/synapse-analytics/sql-data-warehouse/sql-data-warehouse-tables-
distribute 
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